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Most of password authenticated key agreement protocols have focused on 
the two-party setting where two communicating parties share a password. 
However, in the two-party setting any user may want to communicate with 
other users who have not shared the same password. In this paper we 
present an efficient verifier-based password authenticated key agreement 
protocol for three-parties. In the three-party setting each user only shares 
a password with a trusted server which authenticates two users and helps 
the users with different passwords share a common session key. Our 
proposed protocol is secure against several attacks and provides perfect 
forward secrecy. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
To communicate securely over an insecure public network, it is essential that secret 
session keys be securely exchanged. The shared session key may be subsequently used 
to achieve some cryptographic goals such as confidentiality or data integrity. In the 
public-key based and symmetric-key based key agreement protocols, a party has to 
keep long random secret keys. However, it is difficult for a person to memorize a long 
random string. Thus, a party uses an additional storage device to keep the random 
string. On the other hand, password-authenticated key agreement protocols allow two 
or more specified parties to share a secret session key using only a human-memorable 
password. Password-authenticated key agreement protocols provide a new and unique 
way to authenticate parties and derive high-quality cryptographic keys from low-
entropy passwords. Most of designs for password-authenticated key agreement 
protocols for two-party setting assume that the two parties have a pre-shared password. 
In this setting any user may want to communicate securely with many other users who 
have not shared the same password. If a user shares a password with the other user, the 
number of passwords that the user has to memorize linearly increases with the number 
of possible partners. Password-authenticated key agreement in the three-party setting 
surmounts all the above mentioned problems. In three-party setting, each user only 
shares a password with a trusted server. The trusted server authenticates two users and 
helps the users with different passwords share a common session key which means that 
each user only has to share a single password with the trusted server. Consequently, 
three-party password-authenticated key agreement protocols can limit the number of 
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passwords that each user must memorize. However, the server has to participate during 
the protocol run to help the two users share a session key. 

Password-based authenticated key agreement protocols can be classified into 
two types of models according to the difference of knowledge of a shared password 
between each user and a server: symmetric and asymmetric (or verifier-based) models. 
In a symmetric model, each user and a server use the same knowledge related with a 
password to authenticate each other. In a verifier-based model, each user has a 
password; whereas a server has an image (called a verifier) of the password which is 
computed using a one-way function instead of the password itself. 

If in a symmetric model the server is compromised, an adversary with the 
server's password file can immediately masquerade as a legitimate user by using the 
password in the password file .This is called a server compromise problem [15]. 
However in a verifier-based model a server has verifiers of the passwords instead of 
the passwords themselves, so the server compromise does not directly reveal the 
passwords. 
 

2. RELATED WORK  
The well best-known protocol for key agreement is the Diffie-Hellman protocol [1], 
which allows two parties to establish a shared secret by exchanging messages over an 
insecure channel without the need for any prior communication. However, the basic 
Diffie-Hellman protocol has a weakness of possible man-in-the middle attack. To solve 
this problem, many authenticated key agreement protocols using certificates [2] or pre-
shared secret passwords between two parties [3, 4, 5] have been put forward over the 
past years. Although two-party setting is quite useful for client-server architectures, it 
is not suitable for client-client architectures where the two-party setting requires every 
pair of communication entities to share a password, it is very inconvenient in key 
agreement for large scale communication environments. To avoid this inconvenience, 
some three-party password-based authenticated key agreement protocols have been 
extensively studied in the last few years. In 1995, Steiner et al. [9] proposed the first 
three-party encrypted key exchange protocol (3PEKE) based on Encrypted Key 
Exchange called EKE [6]. In Steiner et al.’s protocol, called STW-3PEKE, clients 
share a password with a trusted server S only and in which S mediates between two 
parties to allow their mutual authentication. However, Ding and Horster [10] showed in 
1995 that the STW-3PEKE is vulnerable to undetectable on-line password guessing 
attacks. Lin et al. modified STW-3PEKE, named LSH-3PEKE, by employing the 
public-key cryptosystem to avoid the password guessing attack. In 2001, Lin et al. [11] 
proposed a new encrypted key exchange protocol for three parties, called LSSH-
3PEKE, which is resistant to password guessing attacks and does not require server's 
public key. Recently, Sun et al. [12] proposed two improved 3PEKE protocols, called 
SCH-3PEKE, respectively based on the password and the verifier. A security weakness 
of the SCH-3PEKE scheme was recently revealed by Nam et al. [13]. Also Kulkarni et 
al. [14] has proposed a three-party key agreement protocol in which each user stores 
one way hash function of the password at the server rather than storing the password 
itself. Kulkarni et al.'s protocol is secure against online and dictionary attacks. 
However, as it will be shown in section 7, Kulkarni et al.'s protocol is computationally 
more expensive than our proposed protocol.  
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3. MOTIVATION AND CONTRIBUTION  

3.1. Motivation  

Recently, Lu et al. [8] have proposed a modified protocol to Kim et al.’s protocol [7] 
which does not resist the off-line password guessing attack. The Lu et al.'s protocol is a 
two-party setting for client-client architectures which require a shared password 
between every pair of communicating entities and these will increase the number of 
passwords that the client has to memorize. Therefore, in this paper we introduce Lu et 
al.'s protocol in the three-party setting in which each client needs to memorize only 
single password with trusted server. 
 

3.1. Contribution  

In order to limit the number of passwords that each user needs to remember, in this 
paper we propose a new efficient verifier-based key agreement protocol for three 
parties, where each user only shares a password with a trusted server. The main 
advantage of this solution is that it provides each user with the capability of 
communicating securely with other users in the system while only requiring him to 
remember a single password. This seems to be a more realistic scenario in practice than 
the one in which users are expected to share multiple passwords. In the proposed 
protocol we assume that the server is honest but curious, which means that, even 
though the server is helping to establish a session key between two users, the server 
should not be able to gain any information on the value of that session key. The 
proposed protocol can resist various attacks such as password guessing, replay attacks, 
known-key attacks, and server compromise and provide a perfect forward secrecy. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 4, we describe 
the model of the proposed protocol. In Section 5, we present the proposed protocol. In 
Section 6, we show security analysis of our protocol. In Section 7, we analyze of the 
efficiency of the proposed protocol. Finally, Section 8 gives our conclusions.  

 
 

4. THE MODEL  
In the communication model there are three parties, Alice, Bob (clients) and AS 
(Authentication Server). Each client holds password π, while the AS does store a 
verifier of the password in its database. All the parities are connecting over an insecure 
public network but the verifier of the password is sent to AS via a secure and 
authenticated channel.  

In the adversary model, we assume passive adversary and active adversary. A 
passive adversary is the adversary can eavesdrop on the honest parties’ 
communication, but cannot actively modify it. An active adversary is the adversary 
that, in addition to eavesdropping, can insert, deletes, or arbitrarily modify messages 
sent from one user to another.  

 
5. OUR PROPOSED PROTOCOL 

In this section, we present an efficient verifier-based key agreement protocol for three 
parties.  
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In the proposed protocol, each client uses a memorable password, while the 
server does store verifiers instead of plaintext-equivalent passwords to resist to server 
compromise [15]. The proposed protocol is shown in Fig.1. 
 

5.1. Notations 

The notations used in the proposed protocol are described as follows: 
A, B, and S         The identifiers of Alice, Bob, and AS. 

                  V                    A verifier that is computed from a password π. 
      n                   Large prime number. 
      g                   Generator in the cyclic group Z*

n . 
     H( )                One-way hash function. 

  

5.2. The protocol.  

5.2.1. Initialization Phase 

For registering for AS, Alice and Bob respectively choose passwords πA and πB, 
compute verifiers VA= g H (A, S, πA) and VB= g H (B, S, πB), and then send VA and VB to AS over 
a secure channel then AS stores VA and VB in a password's table. The registration 
method is out-of-scope in the protocol design.  
 

5.2.2. Session key agreement phase  

Assume Alice wants to establish a session key with Bob. 
1. Alice computes XA = ga mod n by choosing a ∈R Z

*
n and then sends A, B and XA to 

AS, similarly Bob computes XB = gb mod n by choosing b ∈R Z
*
n and sends B, A and XB 

to AS. 
2. After receiving the messages from Alice and Bob, AS retrieves VA and VB from a 
password table, checks whether XA or XB equal to VA or VB, if they hold, AS terminates 
otherwise moves to the next step which is compute XSA = (VA)

c  mod n and  
XSB = (VB)

d mod n by choosing c, d ∈R Z
*
n and sends XSA , XB to Alice and XSB , XA to 

Bob, respectively. While waiting for messages from Alice and Bob, AS computes  
KSA= (XA)

c= gac mod n and KSB= (XB)
d = gbd mod n. 

3. After receiving the messages from AS and Bob, Alice computes KAS = ((XAS)
t 1−

A )a = 
(gc)a = gca mod n and VAS = H(A, B, S, XA, XB, KSA, 0) and sends VAS to AS. Similarly, 
after receiving the message from AS, Bob computes KBS = ((XBS)

t 1−
B )b = (gd)b =  

gdb mod n and VBS = H(A, B, S, XA, XB, KSB, 0) and sends VBS to AS. 
4. After receiving the messages from Alice and Bob, AS checks whether   
VAS = H(A, B, S, XA, XB, KSA, 0) and VBS = H(A, B, S, XA, XB, KSB, 0) hold or not. If they 
hold, AS is convinced that Alice and Bob are validated. Then, AS computes  
VSA = H(A, B, S, XA, XB, KSA, 1) and VSB = H(A, B, S, XA, XB, KSB, 1) and sends VSA and 
VSB to Alice and Bob, respectively.   
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Fig. 1. The proposed protocol. 
 
 

5.2.3. Key computation Phase 

After receiving the message from AS, Alice checks whether  
VSA = H(A, B, S, XA, XB, KAS, 1) holds or not. If they hold, Alice is convinced that both 
Bob and AS are validated. Similarly, after receiving the message from AS, Bob checks 
whether VSB = H(A, B, S, XA, XB, KBS, 1) holds or not. If they hold, Bob is convinced 
that both Alice and AS are validated. Finally, Alice and Bob compute KAB = (XB)

a=gab 
mod n  and  KBA =(XA)

b=gab mod n, and then compute a common session key 
K=H(A,B,KAB) =H(A,B,KBA)= H(A,B,S, gab mod n), respectively. If they hold, Bob is 
convinced that both Alice and AS are validated.  
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Finally, Alice and Bob compute KAB = (XB)
a=gab mod n  and  KBA =(XA)

b=gab 
mod n, and then compute a common session key K=H(A,B,KAB) =H(A,B,KBA)= 
H(A,B,S, gab mod n), respectively. 

To enhance the efficiency of the protocol t, t -1 and V can be pre-computed by 
each client before the protocol runs. The proposed protocol needs message exchanges 
of four rounds as follows: 
(1) Alice → AS: {A, B, XA}, Bob → AS: {B, A, XB}, (2) AS → Alice: {XSA, XB}, 
 AS → Bob: {XSB, XA}, (3) Alice → AS: {VAS}, Bob → AS: {VBS}, 
(4) AS → Alice: {VSA}, AS → Bob: {VSB}. 
 

6. SECURITY ANALYSIS 
First, suppose that all communications among the interacting parties is under the 
control of an attacker, called Eve. That is, Eve can read the messages produced by the 
parties, provide messages of her own to them, modify messages before they reach their 
destination, delay messages or replay them, and make new instances of any parties. 
The security of our protocol is based on the difficulty of the Discrete Logarithm 
Problem (DLP) [16] and the Diffie-Hellman problem (DHP) [1].  
We analyze the security of our protocol with regard to several attacks. 
1.  Assume that after capturing the transmitted messages, A, XA, B, XB, XSA, XSB, VAS, 

VBS, VSA, and VSB, Eve directly tries to compute the passwords or the session key of 
the clients from them. However, it is computationally infeasible due to the 
difficulty of DLP and DHP and the properties of one way hash function. 

2.  Assume that Eve tries to masquerade Alice or Bob. However, AS can detect this 
attack when verifying VAS = H(A, B, S, XA, XB, KSA, 0) or VBS = H(A, B, S, XA, XB, 
KSB, 0), because Eve cannot compute the valid KSA or KSB due to not knowing their 
correct passwords. 

3.  Assume that Eve tries to masquerade AS. However, Alice and Bob can 
respectively detect this attack when verifying VSA = H(A, B, S, XA, XB, KSA, 1) and 
VSB = H(A, B, S, XA, XB, KSB, 1), because Eve cannot compute the valid KAS and KBS 
due to not knowing their correct verifiers. 

4.  Password guessing attacks succeed when there are pieces of information in 
communications that can be used to verify the correctness of the guessed password.  

4.1.  On-line password guessing attacks: On-line password guessing attacks are 
detectable in the proposed protocol. If Eve tries to obtain the password of Alice 
or Bob, she shall use the guessed password π’ A or π’ B to compute t’ A or t’ B and 
she need to verify her guess. As long as her guess is wrong she can be detected 
by AS because of V’AS ≠ VAS, V’BS ≠ VBS . 

4.2.  Off-line password guessing attacks: Off-line password guessing attacks can be 
avoided in our proposed protocol because Eve can not obtain πA or πB from any 
transmitted values due to the one-way hash function, DHP and DLP, therefore 
she tries to guess π’ A or π’ B but because of the uncertainty of a, b and the 
difficulty of solving the DLP she can not verify her guess.  

5.  Perfect forward secrecy is provided in the situation that even though passwords 
are compromised, Eve cannot derive previous session keys. To consider this, 
suppose that Eve knows πA or πB. Eve tries to find previous session keys from the 
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information collected in past communication sessions. However, it is infeasible 
due to the difficulty of DLP and DHP and the properties of one-way hash 
function. 

6.  For the protocol being secure against server compromise which means that an 
attacker not being able to pose as a client after the server is compromised. In the 
proposed protocol, if AS is compromised, Eve may knows two clients' verifiers 
VA= g H(A, S, πA) and VB= g H(B, S, πB). However, she cannot pose as the clients because 
of not knowing tA = H(A,S, πA) and tB =H(B,S, πB) being used in step 4. Therefore, 
the proposed protocol is secure against server compromise. 

7.  The proposed protocol is secure against known-key attack since a session key is 
constructed by ephemeral random numbers. That is the value of a and b are 
randomly and independently selected in each session. Thus, the compromised 
session keys are not helpful for an adversary in guessing other unknown session 
keys. 

8.  For the protocol being secure against unknown key-share resilience means an 
attacker not being able to trick a client to share a key with him instead of the 
wanted one. In the proposed protocol as long as tA, tB, VA and VB are safe not 
compromised Eve can not trick Alice or Bob because of VAS,VBS which are 
verified by AS and VSA,VSB which are verified by Alice and Bob. 

9.  No key control is provided in this protocol. Bob has the possibility to choose a 
value b after receiving XA from Alice. The session key is computed by the hash 
value of b and the received value from Alice. Finding a value of b which gives the 
wanted output from the hash function is considered computationally infeasible. 

10. The proposed protocol preventing the man-in-the-middle attack. In this attack we 
assume that the adversary Eve is a legitimate user who is registered with the 
authentication server AS. The goal of adversary Eve is to share a session key with 
Alice by masquerading as Bob and to share another session key with Bob by 
masquerading as Alice. To achieve this goal, Eve faces the AS with her true 
identity, while sitting in between the clients and the server to intercept and inject 
messages for her own sake. This attack can be detected by AS because Eve can 
trick AS that both Alice and Bob want to share a session key with her, 
respectively, but she can not modify VAS and VBS which are verified by AS, 
because of both values are one-way hash functions and contain the identities A 
and B and KAS /KBS which are computed by tA / tB.   

11.  The proposed protocol is secure against reflection attack because VSA ≠ VAS and 
VSB ≠ VBS so that Eve can not intercept the messages from the sender (Alice or Bob 
or AS) and sends them back to the sender in the proper sequence.  

 

7. EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS 
In this section, we compare the proposed protocol with related verifier-based protocols. 
Table 1 shows the comparison regarding with several efficiency factors such as the 
number of rounds, random numbers, exponentiations, asymmetric encryption/ 
decryption, symmetric encryption/decryption, and hash functions.  

As shown in Table 1, the proposed protocol, compared with the related other 
protocols, requires acceptable modular exponentiation computations and does not 
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require any encryption/decryption operation. Consequently, the comparison in Table 1 
clearly indicates that the computation cost for both parties and the server side is 
comparatively light in the proposed protocol, moreover the scheme of SCH-3PEKE 
[12] needs to obtain and validate the server's public-key which puts a burden on the 
clients because the clients have to obtain, verify, and keep safely the public key of the 
server, while the proposed protocol requires clients only to remember their own 
passwords, This indicates that the proposed protocol is efficient and practically more 
usable.     

Table 1 
Comparison with the related verifier-based protocol 

 
On the other hand, when we come to security feature, the scheme of SCH-

3PEKE [12] is suffering from man-in- the middle attack, insecure against unknown 
key-share resilience and not providing a mutual authentication. While the proposed 
protocol overcoming all of these weaknesses as the above analysis (Section 6) has 
shown. 

 

8. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have proposed a new verifier-based key agreement protocol for three-
party, which does not require server's public key but requires each client only to 
remember a password. The proposed protocol is preventing various attacks and 
provides the perfect forward secrecy. Besides, compared with other related verifier-
based schemes, the proposed protocol not only needs fewer rounds to perform the 
protocol but also has considerably lower computational cost and it is more secure. 
Briefly, this paper proposes a secure and efficient verifier-based key agreement 
protocol for three parties and practically usable. 
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  محققبواسطه  الموثق المحسن لثالثة مستخدمين نظام المفتاح المتفق عليه

  على كلمة السر معتمد 
    

لســر قــد ركــزت علــى مشــاركة اثنــين مــن كــوالت المفتــاح المتفــق عليــه الموثــق بواســطة كلمــة او معظــم بروت

مـــــن عيــــوب هــــذه البروتكــــوالت أنــــه اذا أراد مســــتخدم االتصـــــال  و واحــــدةالمســــتخدمين علــــى كلمــــة ســــر 

بمستخدمين أخـرين ال يشـاركهم نفـس كلمـة السـر فعليـه أن يحفـظ العديـد مـن كلمـات السـر الخاصـة بهـؤالء 

لنظــام المفتــاح المتفــق عليــه  لثالثــة مســتخدمين نقــدم فــى هــذا البحــث بروتوكــول فعــال لهــذا. المســتخدمبن

فـــى هـــذا البروتوكـــول كـــل  .ذات اتجـــاه واحـــد معتمـــدة علـــى كلمـــة الســـر ةدالـــ حقـــق وهـــوم الموثـــق بواســـطه

مستخدم يتشارك بكلمة سر واحده فقط مـع خـادم موثـوق فيـه والـذى يتأكـد مـن شخصـية المسـتخدم ويسـاعد 

تفــاق علــى مفتــاح مشـــترك علـــى اال تــينســر مختلف تــينن معــه بكلماتخدمين اللــذين يتشـــاركاثنــين مــن المســ

      .فر السريةو قترح أمن ضد عدة هجمات ويمكول الو بروتال .بينهم
  


